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The Rotary Brush Mower is our number one selling brush mower. It has been engineered and designed for rugged, 
durable and safe operation. The four skid steer models are built from 1/4” steel making them some of the strongest 
brush mowers manufactured. This mower is perfect for cleanup around property, brush, thistles, tall grass and trees 
up to 3”. This mower is the number one choice for rental yards because of our exclusive safety shut-off. It is the most 
versatile mower on the market today. Our unique automatic Float-n-Tilt™ system allows the mower deck to follow the 
contour of the terrain providing an even cut.

SKID STEER ATTACHMENT

BLAZE NEW TRAILS...
One-Of-A-Kind Mower to get the job done in  
record time.

• Our exclusive Diamond Finish is tough and durable

• Unique automatic Float-n-Tilt™ System

• Equipped with safety shut-off system

• Cuts moving forward or reverse 

• Hydraulic motor with pressure relief, extremely 

quiet

• Pressure relief system for quick shutdown safety

• No shear pins or drive clutches

• Dual-edge cutting blades can be operated in 

reverse for longer life

• Cut, clear, and mulch unwanted brush, thickets, 

grass and saplings up to 3” diameter

• Break new trails, clear ditches, construction, 

property sites, and other overgrown areas.

• Best value: powerful, versatile, great price

• Our universal quick attach plates fit most skid 

steers
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ADJUSTABLE STABILIZER BAR
reduces flex to the deck and proper fit up
and height adjustment to any ski steer

HYDRAULIC MOTOR
with built-in pressure

relief prevents unnecessary 
damage to gear box 

which gives the major 
components of the motor 

longer life

STEP TREADS
non-skid for safety

1/4" REINFORCED
STEEL DECK

CLEAN DECK DESIGN allows operator to 
clear deck after mowing by tilting deck to allow 
material to slide off reducing rust on deck

DIAMOND FINISH
is tough and durable
protecting your
investment for a
longer period of time

CONTOURED DECK
allows blade to cut ahead
of the frame. This allows
material to clear eliminating
plugging or bog-down

SKID RAILS helps the mower follow 
the contour the earth for an even cut

HEAVY-DUTY GEAR BOX
with the proper gear ratio working in 
combination with the motor generates higher 
tip speed than direct-drive mowers. Perfect 
for cutting high grass and brush. This allows 
the motor to run cooler resulting in longer 
life and over time, more cost-effective

PROTECTIVE COVER
for hydraulic motor
and gearbox

Our exclusive dove tail design produces a
lifting effect for better cutting and mulching.
Blades are two-sided, double life.

Adjustable stabilizer bar prevents deck flexing while allowing 
the operator to control the front of the deck height to the oper-
ator's preferred height.

Heavy-Duty reinforced front deck designed and engineered to 
utilize laser component parts adding strength and stiffness as 
well as state-of-the-art technology. 



Model 60” Low Flow 66” Low Flow 60” 66”  72” 78”

Part Number 901499 901500 901501 901502 901503 901504

Mounting Plate Universal Universal Universal Universal Universal Universal

Recommended Hydraulic Flow 13-17 GPM 13-17 GPM 18-27 GPM 18-27 GPM 17-32 GPM 17-32 GPM

Operating Weight 1260 lb. 1390 lb. 1260 lb. 1390 lb. 1460 lb. 1620 lb.

Cutting Diameter 60” 66” 60” 66” 72” 78”

Cutter Capacity Material up to 3” Material up to 3” Material up to 3” Material up to 3” Material up to 3” Material up to 3”

Deck Steel Thickness 1/4” 1/4” 1/4” 1/4” 1/4” 1/4”

Options

Bidirectional Kit

Front Guard

Push Bar

Wheel Kit

Replacement Blade Kit

Factory Installed Couplers
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ROTARY BRUSH MOWER
SKID STEER ATTACHMENT

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT...
The Rotary Brush Mower is the perfect piece of equipment for property management. Whether you are a commercial 
contractor or a property owner this is the perfect brush mower for maintaining and clearing your property or 
job site.
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Our three most popular options...

our unique and exclusive bi-
directional kit allows the operator 
to easily change the blade 
direction for optimal blade life.

The wheel kit allows customers to 
use the mower as a finishing-like 
mower. 

The brush guard keeps thick brush 
from accumulating on top of the 
deck and pushes brush and trees 
forward for more effective cutting 
and mulching.

Float-n-tilt system allows the 
mower deck to follow the contour 
of the ground.

Unique automatic Safety Shut-Off 
stops mower from operating when 
rear of deck is lifted 6" off the 
ground providing safety to those 
nearby.

Stainless steel greaseable bearing 
and 8" roller allows mower to 
stay in contact with cutting 
surface providing smooth ride for 
operator.

Heavy-Duty Stump Jumper and Deflection Ring

This is a highly engineered spin-formed component part. 
The stump jumper allows the operator to go over unseen 
logs, stumps, or rocks and prevents any unnecessary 
damaged to the gear box or motor. 

If by accident you hit an unseen object, the two swing 
away blades absorb the shock first, transferring the shock 
from the blades to the gear box, then to the motor, and 
finally the pressure relief valve. This design extends
the life of all the component parts. The deflection ring 
prevents the blades from hitting the deck preventing 
damage to the deck.

Other Features...


